Preparing (for) More Fluid Worlds:
Offices

a third eye for the city itself . A way in which the city and its inhabitants
see itself. Here the city folds on itself , producing a consciousness, a
meta-cognitive layer where the city sees and modifies. Physical props such as the
This is

sprawling city model and the vertical high-rise model serve as structure to which virtual overlays of histories
and proposals are keyed. Semi-transparent electronic planes and glazing project live streams of tours, field
trips, workshops, and classes, fly-bys and renderings - both internally and to the public as desired. From
the outside then, this is obviously a place where many things are actively happening and being created. To
walk past at different times is to see different iterations as students and visitors explore pasts, presents,
and futures. From the inside, students and visitors know that what they do matters, it can be seen, it is
CTBUH

temporary (so it is ok to try things out

public, authentic, and
). This is a
hub where people meet, work, design, bring and take from the loop and the broader city. Here the spaces,
students, visitors, and city come together and change each other.
Workshops
(double height)

Learning spaces

no longer talk of space, but of spaces.
Spaces are both material and conceptual.
We

Roof Garden, Culinary & Dining

Spaces are a relationship to possibilities. Spaces are
experienced. Spaces are embodied and perceived. Spaces

co-develop stereoscopic visions, bodies and
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Office rental space
(optional, allows future
expansion of primary
programs)

Learning Spaces, Architectures, and New Materialisms

Theatre, Performance Space & Gymnasium

prosthetics, positions, and durations.
Gallery

Spaces include things beyond perception; things remembered,
filled in, assumed, imagined. Spaces are subject to multiple
planes, to constant new formations, to being

Retail & Cafe

always

Exhibit, Gallery, & Plaza

in production; they are subject to sudden
cascading shifts, to new layers, to entire domains vanishing or
opening up.
Spaces are an interface or understanding, a

virtuals and the
actuals co-exist to constantly

relation to how the
We live in the

Anthropocene.

of contests, of forces

Spaces are composed
, of beliefs, of matter as
they re-constitute themselves.
Moment by moment, material-conceptual vectors recreate spaces as the many they
already are. Day by day, we perpetuate and modify them.

We move from specific points outward,
spiralling through the connections that
eventually connect all. That is, our curriculum
begins with a specific and asks how did this
come to be and where is it going? What forces
made this building, this body, this movement
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We enact and are enacted.

Exhibit,
Gallery,
& Plaza
plastiglomerates

Living changes the
world. It has since
the first microbes
produced converted
carbon dioxide to
oxygen. We locate
ourselves
horizontally in time.
Here and now,
there and then.

create reals.

between

We explore
where the line
map and plan has blurred, where perception and conception cannot be
separated. We seek out the

entertwined and

competing, the overlapping and contradictory, the histories
and proposals.

here and now, there
and then?

Users
(re)construct spaces, but not
singularly. Instead, spaces contain multiple overlapping
Spaces are tentative and always in play.

layers. Here, basic structural grids and planes are established and
beyond user control. Beyond that, spaces are reconfigured as
contours of group interactions. Physical partitions are remountable.

We dare to discuss how spaces modify and
create behavior and desire. We dare to
discuss how spaces are (re)created. We
dare to mention we are culpable. And we

Much of the physical partitions consist of transparent to semitransparent to
solid planes which allow overlays - from cut-outs to dry erase to projections

humble and
tentative approaches allow planes

histories and proposals.

to shadows to refractions. We have

glimpses into workshops; we

projections of visitor created paths of the city, live
streams of augmented reality tours of the city, overlays of

have

look at how our

to play and create unanticipated fields.
The models, the tours, the courses and projects,

draw

on each other as a vast
resource of virtual productions that overlay onto
coordinates of time and space. Like the building itself, a
structure (of space and time coordinates, of software and
hardware) allows users to explore and (re)construct.
The entry floors are especially
re-configurable in that even the envelope is
modifiable. To enter the building is to enter
spaces

in flux, in process.

